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1960-1980: views on numerical methods 
(in Utrecht, professor A. van der Sluis, drs. Hans Zweerus) 

•  Wilkinson (1965) 
•  Linear systems: LU 
•  CG / Lanczos: finite methods 
•  All basic methods already invented 
•  New insights required for continous 
    problems (pde’s, quadrature, ode’s) 

 more mathematical skills necessary: 
    Functional Analysis 



The solution: Gerard Sleijpen 

 Gerard’s expertise before Utrecht: 
  Thesis: Convolution measure algebras on semigroups 
  Scary titles like: The support of the Wiener algebra 
on stips, 
  And: emaciated sets and measures with continuous 
translations 
  And: The action of a semigroup on a space of 
bounded Radon measures, 
  And 10 more 
  So, when did Gerard come to Utrecht? 
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1.  Born in 1950 (since he is 65 now) 
2.  Clever person, hence after 17 years to 

Nijmegen 
3.  I guess he did his master in about 5 years 
4.  Very clever, hence phd in about 4 years 
5.  Usual promising start: 5 years postdoc, etc 

This amounts to: (1950+17+5+4+5)(1+4ξ)≈1981 



… and then things changed 

  In 1982: his last paper on pure mathematics 
  In 1983: first NA-paper, on parabolic pde’s 
  Later in the 1980’s:  4 papers on Hopscotch methods 
(with and without Jan ter Maten) 

Worked together with phd-students of van der Sluis 



Intermezzo 

Professor van der Sluis retired in 1988. 

Two years of very hard work  

All NA in Utrecht was done by Gerard 
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  1996: 11 papers (10 with H) 
  1997: 2 papers (1 with H) fatigue? 
  1998: 5 papers (with H) 
  1999: 4 papers (3 with H) 
  2000: 5 papers (with H) 
  After 2000 some 25 papers, now with other co-authors, but still 

mainly on iterative methods (JD, IDR, multilevel) 
  And many of my phd-students (piao’s of Gerard) 
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